




THESIS:
It is okay to enter adulthood without everything 
figured out. Doing what you want to in your own 
unique way and following your heart is the key to a 
fulfilling life, even if success doesn’t come overnight.

LOGLINE:
A overconfident boy and an insecure young girl have 
to sell all the tickets to their intergalactic rock concert 
or risk getting dropped by their strict manager.



My main goal with this movie is to tell a story about 
young adults who feel unfulfilled by what they do, 
doing anything they can to be successful…EXCEPT 
for making art purely because they love doing it. This 
builds until they ultimately realize that the most 
rewarding thing about existing, for them, is creating 
art with one another and that, if they stay true to 
themselves on that front, they’ll find the fulfillment 
they’re looking for.



The story behind the madness.



I have a musical background and I like drawing weird creatures, so I made a story that allowed 
me to do both!



The pressure of being a 20-something in current day society and people 
expecting immediate success out of you was a huge motivator behind writing 
this film how I did. 



THE MOVIE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QzxO_l9DXUJHeYVXm5jjxzf8lrbVrs1e/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QzxO_l9DXUJHeYVXm5jjxzf8lrbVrs1e/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QzxO_l9DXUJHeYVXm5jjxzf8lrbVrs1e/preview


AKA: Letting go of being a perfect little worker bee and favoring self expression over the surrender 
of one’s autonomy and self worth because ultimately it will lead to a more fulfilling existence.



- Inspiration came from very small productions and earnest indie films, matched ethos of characters 
and film.

- Tried to cultivate an “anything goes, work with what I have” attitude, allowing myself to experiment 
and work with different art styles, jokes, and mediums.

- I wanted to inject a chaotic, fun energy into a very traditional animated show format. Structurally 
solid narrative with oddities hung on top of it.



- Loose lineart.

- Expressive and unique 
shot choices and facial 
animation.

- Simple but appealing 
design that allows the 
designs to be pushed 
and quickly drawable.

- Shots and 
backgrounds that push 
perspective to 
heightened places.

- Letting things look 
imperfect but making 
sure that ideology is 
consistent throughout.

- Texture and artifacting 
on footage and 
backgrounds.

Fragile world, looks wiggly and is breaking at the seems, embodies the uncertain future.



 - Shows the uncertainty they enter this world of adulthood with.
 - Imperfection embodies their arc, they don’t need to play the corporate game to make the art they 
want to make and the way they do it, as weird sounding it may be, works for them.
 - The intentional focus on the artist’s hand creates a more endearing and emotive style specific to this 
film in the sea of digital animation.
 - The philosophy goes into the writing and boarding too.





LANI
Age: 18
Instrument of choice: Terrible Yamaha PSS-140
because it is all that money can buy right now.

Lani is a very quiet character. While she struggles with
communicating her thoughts verbally, she’s generally very
calm and observant. Her anxiety is more subdued, and she
generally comes off as more chill than Kyle.

Design-wise, I wanted her to appear extremely soft, a very
gentle character that didn’t exude warmth, but didn't pose
a threat. Cool and gentle. Her colors are much more
desaturated and darker in value, her clothing hides more of
her body and her hair points down. She's more “down” than
her friend, visually and emotionally!





KYLE
Age: 19
Instrument of choice: Acoustic guitar ran through a BOSS 
ODB-3 pedal because it gets that special sound. 

Kyle is loud, present, and appears very confident. Key word 
being “appears”. Despite being a anxious man, he is usually 
the loudest one in the room and uses that to attempt to feel in 
control. He seems proud of his band, but if someone were not 
interested, he would take that very personally.

Design-wise, I wanted him to look sharper than Lani. They both 
have pointy hair, but Kyles’ comes to very clear, upwards 
points, the exact opposite of Lani's simpler, downward hair. He 
has a giant nose that juts from his face, lankier limbs, clearer 
silhouettes, and saturated colors and contrast throughout his 
design.







The aliens in this movie are all designed to contrast 
the main characters. Whereas Kyle and Lani 
complete each other, the aliens serve to make 
those two look isolated from the world they find 
themselves in. 

The alien designs have a lot of round, voluminous 
shapes and giant pupils, a lot of their body parts are 
supposed to be hard to read, we wanted there to 
be questions whenever you saw them without it 
being too distracting.
  











Prioritizes expressive movement over 
rigorous attention to model; 
consistency is tracked but the lines 
are allowed to move, squiggle, and 
showcase the human 
element/artist’s hand that I find so 
charming in animation.

Matches the aesthetic of a scrappy 
band trying to make it in the world, 
the instability of the lines and the 
focus on expressive and loose 
movement mirrors the insecurity of 
being an aimless young adult and 
everything in life being extremely 
unsure and uncertain.



ANIMATION TESTS 
(September 2021):
 - automated squiggling 
lines in Adobe Animate

 - Lani has more reserved 
movement and Kyle has 
very noodly, loose action.

 - Experimented with drop 
shadows on floor (Lani) or 
on background to simulate 
cel animation (Kyle)

 - Time sensitive, each test 
was animated and colored 
in 2-3 hours.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1gcIgzpJ6vW1w8cF_ANSc_PJ-4EX9S3fb/preview


KYLE: Loud, extremely hyper and overconfident.

ANIMATION: Bouncy, tons of overshoot, uncontainable 
energy, loud animation.



LANI: Quiet and cautious, not trying to stand out in a crowd.

ANIMATION: Subtle, a lot of gentle ease into motions and 
careful settles into key poses, cautious movement.



ALIENS: Unknown, unpredictable, and anytime you think you 
get it, you’re wrong.

ANIMATION: Movements are often blink-and-you’ll-miss-it, 
sudden changes in posing and unpredictable in how they 
move.



In this scene, we’re able to see both of them at their peak of character acting. Kyle’s acting gets 
more subtle when he tries to comfort Lani but he quickly breaks out of it.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1eFAMfQKHjnH_mYZI7rH8VYx1Z6gyzV_t/preview




Heavy focus on texture, force 
the perspective depending on 
the intensity of the 
scene/emotion, sketchy line art, 
thinner lineart than the 
character art to balance each 
other out. World should never 
feel too comfortable.



Background Experiments (September - November 2021)



But what happens when I can’t do 50+ backgrounds 
as well as 6 minutes of animation?



Pictured; The Background Team.



We did various tests regarding brush type, size, and method and picked the best parts of each one for the 
final background design.





- Drab feeling mixed with neon, bright colors
- Push the palettes of the characters to different places 

depending on the lighting and their surroundings
- Start cool, take us warmer for moments with their manager, 

brighten things up for the ending.

COLOR SCRIPT

Fun fact: I am red/green and blue/purple colorblind, so what better colors to center my entire film around.



- It’s a miracle what another pair of eyes can do for yah.





In this era of digital animation, I feel the idea of animation needing to 
look absolutely perfect has only been further enforced, and that 
goes beyond movement. The photographing and painting of cels is a 
complicated and time consuming process, but it allowed the 
animation to look very natural and embedded into the environment.

 - Lines and color blend into each other
 - Noise and grain show up in varying levels, never a constant.
 - Colors occasionally flicker.
 - Drop shadow from lighting is seen on backgrounds occasionally.
 - Lineart is not perfectly crispy, sometimes appears softer.
 - Standard definition and analog cameras created natural 
artifacting, albeit unintentionally, it is part of the look of old school cel 
animation.



COMP METHOD 1:
 - Curves Adjustment layer to dull some of the more intense 
colors.
 - Regular animation layer and blurred animation layer. The 
blurred layer is then changed to an Overlay layer and the color 
bleeds onto the regular layer.
 - Drop shadow added behind animation.
 - Subtle wave preset added to further create imperfection in 
lineart.
 - Animation layer is sharpened slightly.

 - Create hand drawn, analog 
look to get some of the digital 
sterilization out of it.
 - Mirror the look of cels being 
photographed/ filmed.
 - Round out the color palette 
and unify the image.
 - Further push the visual and 
narrative idea of scrappy 
animation mirroring their 
youthful struggle to get by.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1kFIxZ-uZ8s84jJh9oWqFBW2d1WXBo-aO/preview


COMP METHOD 2:
 - Filmed animation off computer screen.
 - Uploaded footage and chroma keyed out background color.
 - Composited it onto background.
 - Repeat steps from previous slide.

 - Filming the animation gave it 
a very unique look, looked like 
a heightened version of an old 
VHS rip of a TV show.
 - Gave them a new element 
that separated them from the 
background.
 - Heightened version of cel 
photography.
 - Interesting artifacts that 
wouldn’t be possible otherwise.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1fVOgEHzPRwaziJkgGCDOKqrflrGSuki4/preview


COMP METHOD 3:
 - Blew out footage
 - Exported out to DVD and then composited on top of HD 
animation using overlay and color burn filters.

 - Filters created a very blown 
out look.
 - Want to push closer to 
version 1 but with the 
sharpening of the lines in this 
version.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1u-wC81meDR_ytl9e8IQn2pGW9Hdi8Zc5/preview


FINAL LOOK

https://docs.google.com/file/d/14BDu7vQcGM5QszurYKuQyQOVaBlawc6P/preview


THE MUSIC:
Inspired by indie rock of the early 
2000’s and nerd rock (They Might 
Be Giants, Lemon Demon)

Soundtrack of the movie and the 
band’s music all fit together 
despite the differences in musical 
styles due to the consistency of 
the instrumentation.




